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FAMILY LITERACY 

MACEDONIA

“CES training center”
carried out the research in the Republic of Macedonia 

in the period of 01.12. to 28.02.2017 after wide 
preparations

(internet research, statistic research, phone calls, 
meetings



RESEARCH TARGETS

- Analyzing the general use of family 
literacy in Macedonia

- Collecting data for family literacy 
projects in Macedonia ( ongoing or 
finished)



- Target groups included in the research, 
analyzed from  social, economic and  educational 
point of view

- Type of activities between parents, 
children and tutors with educational purpose

- Type of parents training for educating and 

bringing up their children

SPECIFIC TARGETS



ORGANIZATIONS

„UMBRELLA“Roma integration center
nongovernmental organization   

-education of Roma population

-human rights

-straightening the Roma woman

-assistance for people without documentation

-assistance for homeless people

-parents education



ORGANIZATIONS 

Elementary School 

„KOCO RACIN“
pedagogical - psychological department

state institution

-state elemental education  for children from 6 to 15 years 
old

-pedagogical, psychological analysis

-teachers education

-adaptation assistance and education of pupils



ORGANIZATIONS 

„MOSAIC“Private Psychological Consulting

private company

- psychological consultation

- psychological support

- psychotherapy

- psychology tests



ORGANIZATIONS 

„DROM“Roma Community Center

nongovernmental organization

- Roma children and adults 

- social work

- legal assistance for Roma population

- qualifications and additional qualifications



ORGANIZATIONS 

Kindergarten 

„KOCO RACIN“ Teaching Staff

state institution

-care, daily care

for children from 0 – 6 years old

-education

-creative workshops



ORGANIZATIONS 

„EDUCATIVA PLUS“
educational center for foreign languages 

and skill development

private educational institution

-foreign languages for children

-computer skills

-personal development skills

-intellectual and social development

-parents education



ORGANIZATIONS 

„NRC“ Nacional Roma center

private educational institution

- legal assistance for Roma population

- training for basic rights of the Roma population 

strengthening 

- social inclusion through training and education

- monitoring training on a local level



TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 



TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 



PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
MAINLY NONGOVERNEMNTAL ORGANIZATIONS FROM 

MACEDONIA



WAYS OF FINANCING

ORGANIZATIONS

MAINLY NONGOVERNEMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS: SOROS, 

UNICEF, CONEDU, REF



WAYS OF FINANCING



ORGANIZATION: UMBRELLA

PROJECT:  “Better parenting for better success 
of the Roma children in schools”

Targets:

* Assistance in preschool education 

* Training the parents 

* Councilling the parents 

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: UMBRELLA

PROJECT:  “Better parenting for better success 
of the Roma children in schools”

Project impact

Main problem: Roma children school start on 

Macedonian due to their Roma mother language. 

All that was successfully overcame, the language barrier 
was removed, and successful communication achieved



ORGANIZATION: UMBRELLA

PROJECT:  “Better parenting for better success 
of the Roma children in schools”



ORGANIZATION: UMBRELLA

PROJECT:  “Better parenting for better success 
of the Roma children in schools”



ORGANIZATION: 

Elementary school „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: "Prevention of violence between 

generation BULLYNG”

Targets:

- Lower rate of violence between generations - bullying

- Building strategies 

- Parents councilling

- Direct work with children regarding pedagogical and  
psychological councilling

- Teaching staff training



ORGANIZATION: 

Elementary school „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: "Prevention of violence between 

generation BULLYNG”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: 

Elementary school „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: "Prevention of violence between 

generation BULLYNG”

Project impact

Main problem: rising violence between generations in 
general  

Consciousness about it has been moved on a higher 
level, that the 

Socialization between children as well as the school 
success has been moved higher



ORGANIZATION: 

Elementary school „KOCO RACIN“
PROJECT: "Prevention of violence between 

generation BULLYNG”



ORGANIZATION: „MOSAIC“

PROJECT: "Development of children’s emotional 
intelligence for successful adaptation in 
elementary school”
Targets:

-recognizing their own emotions, emotions of others and emotions 

inside the family

-Recognizing their own good characteristics, getting aware of the 

positive characteristics of others and of the family members 

-flexibility, self-confidence, form opinions

-flexibility of the opinions, when to say YES and when NO

-self control



ORGANIZATION: „MOSAIC“

PROJECT: "Development of children’s emotional 
intelligence for successful adaptation in 
elementary school”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: „MOSAIC“

PROJECT: "Development of children’s emotional 
intelligence for successful adaptation in 
elementary school”
Project Impact:

This project has improved the children’s emotional 
All this was possible through increasing children’s self-
confidence and becoming aware of their own emotions 
as well of the others. 

The project proved its existence becoming a good 

foundation for overcoming all the obstacles during the 
first years in school.



ORGANIZATION: „MOSAIC“

PROJECT: "Development of children’s emotional 
intelligence for successful adaptation in 
elementary school”



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Social development of Roma 
population”

Targets:

- parent education according to the age of their children with 

main target their better bringing up and  suitable education

- bringing up roma children in appropriate way

- educated children according to their age

- monitoring the growth of the children



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Social development of Roma 
population”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Social development of Roma 
population”
Project impact:

Because of the wide range of included population in this 
project and its domestic circumstances, individual visits 
and training from home to home the project has a very 
positive impact on the whole Roma community in 

Kumanovo municipality in a way of bringing up and 

educating children from early age. Also has given the 
parents the needed assurance and knowledge for raising 
their children.



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Social development of Roma 
population”



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Support programme of  skilled 
courses for Roma population”

Targets:

- keeping the young Roma people in the Republic  of 

Macedonia through qualification and additional qualification

- gaining variety of certified skills for better competitiveness 

on the labor market 



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Support programme of  skilled 
courses for Roma population”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Support programme of  skilled 
courses for Roma population”

Project impact

Better future of the young Roma community 
achieved, through qualifications and additional 
qualifications of  not enough educated Roma 
youngsters with given opportunity for better 
competitiveness on the labor market. All that as a 
base for better economic situation of the family and 
the community in general.  



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Support programme of  skilled 
courses for Roma population”



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Tutelar support for Roma pupils”

Targets

- tutelar help for easier school assignment 

accomplishment to the Roma children in 

Macedonian language and mathematics



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Tutelar support for Roma pupils”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Tutelar support for Roma pupils”

Project impact:

In relation with the great efforts of the project tutors, 
great success is shown in finishing fourth, fifth and 
sixth grade of all Roma pupils in Kumanovo 
municipality. Project positive impact for this municipality 

is at a high level. 



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Tutelar support for Roma pupils”



ORGANIZATION: „DROM“

PROJECT: “Tutelar support for Roma pupils”



ORGANIZATION:

Kindergarten „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: “Family and family values”

Targets:

- rising consciousness for family and family values to 

children in the preschool age  

- building respect and love for the family values to children 

from 4 – 6 years

- care and education of preschool children



ORGANIZATION:

Kindergarten „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: “Family and family values”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION:

Kindergarten „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: “Family and family values”

Project impact:

Successfully educated preschool children for the family 
itself and his values and worth’s. Developed love and 
respect for the same from early age. 



ORGANIZATION:

Kindergarten „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: “Family and family values”



ORGANIZATION:

Kindergarten „KOCO RACIN“

PROJECT: “Family and family values”



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “Skilled parents, skilled children“

Targets:

- easier accomplishment of the school subjects

(Macedonian language, mathematics, physics, chemistry, 

languages etc.)

- educated parents for the same

- better success at the end of the school year  

- school success monitoring



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “Skilled parents, skilled children“

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “Skilled parents, skilled children“

Project impact:

Great school success achieved with all children, 
progress and higher interest for the school subjects.



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “Skilled parents, skilled children“



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “We learn English together!”

Targets:

- high level of English knowledge of adults - parents

- start and progress in the English language learning 

of children and young people up to 18 years old

- preparation for high school and university entry 

exams

- stimulation of using English in domestic 

conversation



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “We learn English together!”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “We learn English together!”

Project impact:

What is important in this project is rising consciousness 
for learning foreign languages and understanding the 
need of it for better competitiveness on the labor market 
and improving the whole economic situation. All this 
refers to the adult population with not enough developed 
social, economic and educational situation. Educativa 
Plus has implement that with the help of mutual learning 
(parents and children) as it is known that the children’s 
interest for the language is on a higher level.



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “We learn English together!”



ORGANIZATION: “EDUCATIVA PLUS“

PROJECT: “We learn English together!”



ORGANIZATION: 

„NRC“Nacional Roma center

PROJECT: “Social inclusion of Roma 
population in the Republic of Macedonia”

Targets:

- strengthening the personal capacities for active participation 
and reintegration in society of the roma population returned in the 
Republic of Macedonia through access to education, additional 
qualification, personal documents

- nostrification of diplomas

- early children growth

- strengthening the economic possibilities 

- access to fundamental rights of the Roma population



ORGANIZATION: 

„NRC“Nacional Roma center

PROJECT: “Social inclusion of Roma population 
in the Republic of Macedonia”

Target groups:

Qualitative and quantitative results:

Activities:



ORGANIZATION: 

„NRC“Nacional Roma center

PROJECT: “Social inclusion of Roma population in 
the Republic of Macedonia”

Project impact:

This project also is about the qualifications and 
additional qualifications of the Roma population in  
RM. His target is better economic situation of the 
Roma population which is accomplished. What 
make this project different and of great importance 
is his accent to the Roma returners in the country 
(asylants, immigrants) and the opportunity given for 
inclusion in our system.



ORGANIZATION: 

„NRC“Nacional Roma center

PROJECT: “Social inclusion of Roma population 
in the Republic of Macedonia”



FAMILY LITERACY WORKS

FACILITATORS

- Defectologist

- Social Worker

- Psychologist

- Skilled trainers

- Teachers, pedagogists

- English teachers

- Professional trainers from different profiles



FAMILY LITERACY WORKS

CONCLUSIONS

- In the Republic of Macedonia approximately 7-8 years 
already this kind of project are implemented and are 
very much  needed for some target groups 

- wide range of outspreading  this kind of project 

between the Roma population in Macedonia.

- The implementing organizations of Family literacy 
projects are mainly nongovernmental, state 

institutions in wide range and at the end private 

educational centers. 



FAMILY LITERACY WORKS

CONCLUSIONS

- The targets of the projects are mainly improving the 
children’s education from early age through 
elementary and high schools as well as educating 
parents for appropriate care and education of their 
children. 

- Except the Macedonian population (mostly children), 
many of the projects includes the Roma population in 
Macedonia and improving their economic situation.



FAMILY LITERACY WORKS

CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusion is that the future “Family 
literacy” projects also should implement 
the same targets because all analyzed 

projects have positive impact on 

improving the whole economic, social and 

educational situation in the Republic of 

Macedonia.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

C.E.S Training Centre

Ana Kostovska

ces.translation@gmail.com

ces@ces.mk

www.ces.mk


